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Credit: https://mattturck.com

Data and “AI” everywhere

https://mattturck.com/
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Credit from: https://medium.com/datavant/the-fragmentation-of-health-data-8fa708109e13

More Healthcare data flowing …

September 2019

https://medium.com/datavant/the-fragmentation-of-health-data-8fa708109e13


… monetization of personal data ongoing
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Zhavoronkov A and Church G

Trends Mol Med. 2019 Sep;25(9)



Privacy mindset reinforcing
(Note that Pharma and Healthcare industries are careful since a while)
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Credi: httpts://edps.europa.eu/data-protection/our-work/subjects/health_en

https://edps.europa.eu/data-protection/our-work/subjects/health_en


Use of AI in Healthcare being regulated
Introducing the Good Machine Learning Practices GMLP
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Credit: https://www.fda.gov/media/122535/download

https://www.fda.gov/media/122535/download
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Cost of “sub optimal data” identified

Credit: https://publications.europa.eu

https://publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/d375368c-1a0a-11e9-8d04-01aa75ed71a1


Would data be my most valuable 
asset then?



What is Pharma’s R&D core business?
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Up to registration and approval the Pharmaceutical Industry’s main deliverable 

is data and main business is data integration and knowledge management. 

A registration package is data, information and knowledge that has been integrated into DVDs.
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What is Research core business?
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Explore new targets and new modalities, discover new active molecules, put 

together a compelling dossier explaining how and why it will benefit patients.

Efficient data collection, processing, integration of data empowers researchers to find and explore it.

If you don’t share data, your teams will be in silos and the benefit of being a large company is lost.

How to best create and use data collections?
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Introducing FAIR
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Credit: The FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific data management and stewardship. Wilkinson MD, Sci Data. 2016.

See also https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles & https://zenodo.org/record/1065991

https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles
https://zenodo.org/record/1065991#.XZOfcuczbyX
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Data FAIRification steps

Planning for it

(“AI” ideation) 

Finding my data

and metadata

First FAIR

readiness score

FAIRified

dataset

FAIR play*

implementation

* See next slide
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FAIRification vs FAIR play

FAIRification

=

fixing a posteriori

FAIR play

=

producing 

FAIR data

natively
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FAIRness in Pharma: things to consider

Partners and technical elements you need to apply FAIR

• F means modeling, including URLs/URIs, ontologies: Master Data Management needs to be involved 

• A contains authentication and authorization: IT must be involved

• I means standardization of the data itself: data producers must be involved

• R includes governance on data usage: data security and data privacy need to be involved

You need to be FAIR, but how FAIR do you want to be?

• FAIRification means stewardship + curation resources, it is an expensive and long process

• Not all legacy data will need to be reused -> invest wisely to maximize ROI!

• Full data landscaping and assessment of business value of your data sources is advised 

Can you limit your FAIRness to some of the key principles?

• For internal data from a Pharma, “I” and “R” are probably the main keys

• BTW, by design, no one can be 100% FAIR



My data are now under control
What is the Return On Investment?
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Productivity gain

• Data Producers

• Data Explorer

• Data Scientists

Killer apps

• GUIs for Data Explorers

• APIs for Data Scientists

New analytical 
capacities “AI”

• Data Scientists

What are the expected gains?

Return On Investment



Sample of classical Pharma research questions

1. Data access, analysis, and visualization

– What experiments/studies were conducted

– What was the result of the experiment/study

2. Efficacy of drugs

– Q? Is my compound optimal (Chemo-

informatics)

– Q? Study endpoints - classical and “digital”

– Q? Mechanism of action

– Q? Human relevance of in vitro and animal data

3. Safety of drugs

– Q? Study read-out and outcome

– Q? Off-target effects

– Q? Mechanism of toxicity

– Q? Human relevance of in vitro and animal data

4. Historical values and searching the past

– Q? Normal ranges

– Where have we seen this before?

– Synthetic arms for clinical trials

5. Cross-dataset analysis

– Is this related to that?

– Q? using meta-analysis, ML*, DL*, AI*

6. Biomarkers

– Q? Genetics and stratification

– Q? How to use RNA, micro RNAs, proteins, 

metabolomics, imaging data

7. Project portfolio and operations

– At what stage is this project? Milestones? 

People? Competitors? Critical issues?

– Q? Timelines/resources

– Q? Impact of cohort definition on trial enrolment

8. Images analysis using ML* and DL*

– Can I detect disease progression using retina 

fundus?

– Can I identify cancer subtypes using 

histopathology images?

– Can I identify normal histopathology from animal 

tox studies?

9. And many others

– How to visualize/communicate my results?

– Where to compute using what algorithm?

– …

Why productivity gain matters?

* ML=Machine Learning, DL=Deep Learning, AI=Artificial Intelligence

Enabling quick reply to recurrent questions is the primary effect
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More important, time saving will

• Lower the energy barrier to test new hypothesis, impacting culture

• Free up time for scientists to spend on more complex questions



The “Killer app” concept
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Killer app: basic search, big win!
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For one given entity, give me…

… a definition

…the list of existing

Human data

Animal data

in vitro data 

Knowledge catalogs

and links to the data



Killer app: advanced search
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Please tell me everything that is known about my

compound. And similar compounds. By similar I mean similar chemical

structures. And/or those that induce a similar biological effect, like a

transcriptional profile, that indicates that they might share a common

mechanism. By "everything" about my compound I mean all available

information on targets (whether "on" or "off"), genetics/genomics (whether

human or model organism), in silico predictions, potentially relevant

biomarkers, therapeutic indications, toxicities (whether preclinical or

clinical), and anything else you got 'cause I really don't know what might

be out there. And please list the most important stuff first. Thanks.

Dear Google. 

®
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That one exist at Novartis, we call it MOA central

Credit: MOAcentral at https://www.researchgate.net

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/308748031_A_Novel_Fast_Orthogonal_Search_Method_To_Identify_Compounds_Mechanism_Of_Action


What about new analytical capacities?
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Credit: Monica Rogati, Aug 2017, https://hackernoon.com/the-ai-hierarchy-of-needs-18f111fcc007

https://hackernoon.com/the-ai-hierarchy-of-needs-18f111fcc007
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Interim Analysis and Database Lock

Ex: read out, signal follow up
[Classical statistics – File systems]

[Ad-hoc GUIs for Data Explorer - R-Shiny apps] 

Empowering our

scientists

Clean and timely

data flow

for clinical studies

During study on blinded data

Ex: patient safety review
[GUI for Data Explorer – Translation Study Platform*]

Study data pooling and integration

Ex: virtual PoC, stratification, “normals” 
[Database/API access] 

Empowering our

computers

Automation on daily data feeds

Ex: Computer assisted signal detection
[Database/API access] 

The (R)evolution of clinical trials analysis
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*TSP at ResearchGate

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/317098678_Integration_and_Use_of_Thousands_of_Preclinical_and_Clinical_Studies_at_Novartis
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“Given we know so little about human biology, this will not 

be an easy or short journey. But there will be areas where 

we can leverage our knowledge of human biology and the 

power of computing to find better medicines”
Vasant Narasimhan – CEO of Novartis
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Thank you

Presentation available
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Philippe_Marc2

Follow me @PMarcAtWork


